eduCLaaS – Pan-Asia Digital Learning & Talents Cloud
Digital revolution is transforming jobs and has resulted in critical skills gaps that businesses are
struggling to fill. Korn Ferry’s Global Talent Crunch study estimates that Asia Pacific is set to
suffer the most severe skills crunch globally with talents deficit estimated at 55% of the global
shortages by 2030.
Home to over half of the world’s internet users, digital technologies are set to transform
economies in the Asia Pacific region. Amazon Web Services released their report estimating the
need for 5.7 billion digital skills training by 2025 in the six countries they surveyed.
The Covid-19 pandemic has shifted our physical ‘school’ and ‘office’ to a future where you could
learn and work from anywhere with an internet connection.
We believe that learning and work will intertwine for a converged future where learning is work
and work is learning. Our solution for connecting the future of learning and work is eduCLaaS a learning and talents cloud able to bridge digital skills gap and rising income inequality across
Asia.
eduCLaaS is a pan-Asia multi-stakeholders collaborative cloud platform connecting higher
education students, working adults, industry experts, tech vendors, enterprises, employers, and
education institutions for supporting a borderless work2learn journey able to incubate glocal
(Global yet Local) talents in the post-Covid digital economy.
eduCLaaS is powered by CLaaS®, which delivers Competency Learning as a Service over the
cloud, on demand. It adopts competency-based curriculums, innovative work-based learning
pedagogy, and advanced education technology for tangible career and business outcome
delivery.
As an integrated learning and talents eco-system, eduCLaaS bridges the missing connection
between education and the workplace to deliver seamless lifelong learning, talents incubation,
and digital transformation across Asia at scale.
For higher education, we deliver affordable work-study degree with guaranteed career
induction 3 years before graduation. For working adults, we deliver intensive 3-6 months digital
skills acceleration training with expert mentoring for transition into high growth digital jobs.
For enterprises, we deliver contextualized workplace learning for workforce upskilling to
support digital transformation. For employers, we deliver just-in-time distributed workforce
incubation. For educational institutions, we deliver integrated education technology and
analytics for blended learning journey and experience.

